
Scout One
Mobile Scouting App

Iteraction & testing
I created several concepts which 
I validated in various user-tests 
to find the solution that fits best 
the user‘s needs. I also worked 
closely with the stakeholder and 
the full-stack developer to clarify 
possible restrictions regarding 
our Sports One solution directly.

Requirements

Wireframes

Releasing

The main functions we focused on were:

- Display of scouting orders and administration of the associated status

- Creating scouting reports for players (also offline)

- Accessing player profiles (also offline)

- View details of a game or scouting event

After we had validated all concepts with the users, I started to create the visual designs. Here, I worked very 
closely with the full-stack developer, so that we could quickly iterate together and fix potential problems. 
It was also a opportunity to exchange ideas about new technologies and learn a lot from each other.

Once  we had validated the first concepts, I created all pages as wireframes based on the insights we had
gained. We built first prototypes to test them once again to get as many insights as possible.

Once the app was released by Apple on time, we have tested the app again with several customers. 
Fortunately, there were no major issues and we also received very positive feedback.

Very first versions of Scout One

Afterwards
Android
After the IOS version was successfully released, we 
started to create an Android version, which was 
completed two months later.
       
Dark Theme
We have also released a dark theme version for IOS.

The Challenge

The Team

Timeline

Client

My Role

Software

Platform

About

The role of a scout had no possibility to create data based on matches and players both on the fly and at the same 
time using already existing templates which are often provided by the club. Since we had to build this app from 
scratch, we had to face several challenges: 

First we had to map various complex requirements in a clean and user-friendly app. The synchronization 
with Sports One had to be guaranteed as well as the offline availability, and the access to a database with 
all available players worldwide.

With the SAP Scout One mobile app for iPhone you can finish your scouting tasks anywhere and anytime.
This app connects to the SAP Sports One solution and allows you to manage your scouting requests and 
to create scouting reports while you are on the road, finding the next big talent for your club.

Stakeholder (1)

Full-stack developer (1)

UX Designer (1)

8 weeks

SAP SE - Sports & Entertainment

I, as a UX Designer, was responsible for all design related 
tasks on this project. I did the concept, wireframes, and 
the visual design as well. After the handover, I also paid 
attention to the quality of the implementation and tested 
it with various users.
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